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Equipment 
Corporation of 
America (ECA)
W EBSI T E  R EDESIGN  ( U N T UC K )*

*Note: Original design documents are the property of Untuck, LLC.



I N  BR I E F

In time with its 100-year anniversary, Pennsylvania-based 
foundations equipment service company ECA asked Untuck 
to completely reinvent its website. I took the role of primary 
designer from architecture to prototype, before the final site 
went into development. The new site needed to expand on 
the brand identity Untuck had previously provided, more 
efficiently drive conversion through streamlined organization, 
and draw out the company’s story and proud history. I first 
worked to bring together ECA’s wide umbrella of equipment 

brands into one organized, easy to search and filter catalog 
with multiple ways to navigate. Visually, I drew from the 
established red/white, clean-yet-industrial aesthetic to 
produce new iconography as well as interactive cards and 
modules. A pronounced hierarchy through page layout and 
type, and ample use of angled edges, creates a rhythm 
and sense of place to guide users towards action points 
that ultimately get them in touch with a specific branch or 
specialist to request information, quotes or service.
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8Equipment detail
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12Site icons



13Navigation, desktop & mobile



AeroPress
I DEN T I T Y,  PAC K AGI NG 
&  W EB  R EDESIGN



I N  BR I E F

This is part of an overall rebranding project for AeroPress 
Inc., producer of the eponymous portable coffee press 
which already has an enthusiastic following among baristas, 
roasters, coffee freaks and science & engineering geeks. 
`The scope of this project includes an overall identity re-
design, new packaging, and a redesigned site.

The AeroPress combines the best aspects of other 
coffeemaking devices and allows a lot of modularity in 
how you brew with it. Thus the goal for the site design was 
to simplify the navigation, improve responsiveness and offer 
a clean look, exemplifying the press’s engineering pedigree.



16Logo concept development sketches



17Logo elements, final design



18Parts illustrations, hand & vector



19Package final design



20Package mockup



21Website written notes



22Website architecture



23Wireframe sketches



24Homepage, desktop & mobile



25About page, desktop & mobile



26Desktop, laptop & mobile mockups



Aerobie
BR A N D  I DEN T I T Y  R EDESIGN



I N  BR I E F

In re-imagining the core identity for specialty sport toy 
producer Aerobie, I sought to elevate the company’s visual 
personality to match its dual passions for outdoor fun and 
engineering. The logo is meant to reflect that dynamic by 
being both expressive and precise: continuous looping type 
with rounded edges, built with perfect angles and circles 

(plus, hollowed out to evoke its flagship Flying Ring). The 
stationery and collateral brings in the drawing-board grid 
pattern, usually cutting diagonally either into a corner or 
halfway in, symbolizing the imagination and craft underlying 
Aerobie’s products.



29Original logo & identity



30First concept, sketches & vector design



31Finalized logo development



32Final logo design with brand color & negative



33Stationery set designs



34Stationery set mockup



Design Weekly
PEN N DESIGN  E-N E WSL E T T ER 
( U N T UC K )*

*Note: Original design documents are the property of Untuck, LLC.



I N  BR I E F

PennDesign at the University of Pennsylvania wanted 
an updated e-newsletter design in conjunction with the 
2018 Capital Campaign developed at Untuck. The new 
design needed to bridge the divide between the school’s 
more traditional aesthetic and the campaign’s striking 
marriage of Swiss design with colorful hand-drawn arrows 
(symbolizing its theme “Lead by Design”), while pushing the 

limits of MailChimp’s layout and type constraints. This is 
accomplished primarily by refashioning the drawn arrows 
into frames for the featured image and calendar dates, their 
use in alternating sections creating some rhythm down 
the newsletter. This brings the reader down to a call for 
the capital campaign, highlighted via the use of a spacious 
composition featuring the signature arrows.
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5th Estate
MOBI L E  A PP  DESIGN



I N  BR I E F

As I was nearing the end of my time as a student in 2016, I 
moved to expand my design purview into the realm of mobile 
app design. To test myself on this I wanted to work on an 
application with true social utility, so contributing to civic 
awareness and engagement seemed perfectly appropriate. 
The name 5th Estate is a takeoff on “4th estate”, the idea 

that the press is a fourth branch of government, using the 
spotlight and transparency to check the actions of the other 
three. If that’s true, then democracy demands a fifth branch, 
made up of the citizenry at large, be armed with information 
that is objective, accurate and digestible.
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Main icon vector illustrations 42



Screens: legislation search, committee selection, legislator search, legislation detail 43



Cook It Simple, 
Stupid
COOK BOOK  DESIGN



I N  BR I E F

Inspired by my struggles in trying to get my old college 
roommates into cooking, I created a design for a book that 
could show culinary novices how cooking could be cheap, 
easy, and fulfilling. It’s a guide aimed at those of modest 
means and a limited arsenal of equipment. I took some 
aesthetic cues from IKEA-style assembly guides (which 

most twenty-somethings are intimately familiar with). 
This of course includes the black-and-white illustrations 
of ingredients and equipment. The book also includes 
several fold-out recipe posters which further drive home the 
assembly guide theme.



46Concept development sketches



47Equipment & ingredient vector illustrations



48Cover spread design



49Contents & Introduction spreads



50Recipe spreads



51Cover & spread mockup



52Complementary foldout posters



George Orwell
BOOK  SER I ES  DESIGN



I N  BR I E F

With George Orwell’s writing seeing some renewed interest, 
and his entire bibliography available online, I was inspired to 
launch a book redesign project for several of his major works. 
I began with his two most famous books, Nineteen Eighty-
Four and Animal Farm, and his most important nonfiction 
work, Homage to Catalonia.

I aimed for a total departure from other recent editions of his 
books, which tend to feel austere and sterile. I wanted them 
to feel urgent, vital, and “in the thick.” The jackets carry the 
motif of photo collage with ripped strips of paper, as if literally 
ripped from the pages of Orwell’s experience. His words, 
represented by the titles, appear nested within in blown out 
typewriter font.



55All three covers, mockup



56Homage to Catalonia exterior mockup







Blue Ball Brewery
BEER  L A BEL  DESIGN



I N  BR I E F

The challenge: to create inaugural labels for a fictional 
microbrewery from Blue Ball, Pennsylvania; the beer names 
and descriptions were a given. Here we have craft beer, 
generally appealing to a younger and more hip, cosmopolitan 
demographic; a Pennsylvania-Dutch small town, somewhat 
removed from that demo’s natural hub; and a cheeky name 
(which, oddly, is a mainstay of towns in Amish country). I 
wanted the design to bridge the divide in a fun way; antique 
with a wink & nod.

I created the four faces to embody that “wink & nod”, detailed 
yet jaunty pen illustrations inspired by 19th century cartoons 
like those of Thomas Nast. For the front labels’ layout, I was 
inspired by highly decorative antique frames, particularly 
for round pictures and clocks. The decorations evoke the 
distinctive taste notes of each beer with wheat and other 
ingredients, like coffee for the stout and aromatics for the 
Scarlet Lady Ale. Each beer also pops with its own color 
scheme, complementing a bluish primary hue with a unique 
secondary color.



Blue Ball Brewery logo, concept sketches
Blue Ball Brewery logo, concept sketches 61



Blue Ball Brewery logo, refinement sketches
Blue Ball Brewery logo, refinement sketches
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Blue Ball Brewery logo & seal 63



Individual labels, rough sketches
Individual labels, rough sketches
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Individualized label details
Individualized label details
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Front labels & neck labels, final design 66



67Front labels mockup
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